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CUSTOMISE  
YOUR CHAIR

10 YEAR 
GUARANTEE*
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The new Spark PostureSoft™ chair takes the very  
popular ErgoSelect™ Spark chair to another level.
Enjoy the comfort of the PostureSoft™ Gel Memory foam lumbar support.  
You can feel the backrest as it slowly moulds to the shape of your back.  
The lumbar pump and backrest height adjustment both add to the fine  
tuning that gets your backrest to feel perfect.

So what’s different about the Spark Posturesoft chair
• PostureSoft™ Gel Memory foam lumbar support

• Warwick Dolly fabric with 3 year warranty

• Foam backed fabric on the backrest for added comfort

• Premium stitching details

*See website for full warranty details.
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FEATURES

Adjustable seat 
height

Polished Aluminium 
base

Height & width adjustable 
arms (option)

High density polyurethane 
moulded foam seat

Warwick Dolly fabric 
3 year warranty*
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Depth adjustable  
seatslide

Independent adjustable 
back tilt
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Ratchet height  
adjustable backrest

Independent adjustable 
seat tilt

Superior heavy duty 
gas lift*

PostureSoft™ gel memory 
foam lumbar support

Lumbar pump

Black Nylon base

10 YEAR 
GUARANTEE*

8 HOURS 
USE**

160kg 
WEIGHT  

RATING**

60mm twin 
wheel castors



The PostureSoft™ lumbar support makes the best 
selling ErgoSelect™ Spark chair even better. 
The PostureSoft™ lumbar support utilises gel foam technology with the  
added benefit of an adjustable lumbar pump for simple personalisation  
of your chair.

The heavy duty mechanism with independent back and seat tilt, seat depth 
adjustment, back height and lumbar adjustment promotes an ergonomically 
correct seating position with ease.

Standard options for your Spark PostureSoft™ Chair
Backrest High back or Mid back

Seat Compact, Ergo, Square, XL or Coccyx cut out

Mechanism 3 lever or 4 lever

Gaslift 130mm (std) or 100mm (low)

Base Polished Aluminium or black nylon

Castors Hard STD (for carpet) or soft (hard floors)

See website for complete dimensions & specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS
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* Guarantee
The ErgoSelect TM range is covered by 10 year manufacturers guarantee for 
faulty workmanship and material from the date of invoice.  The guarantee does 
not cover fair wear and tear or misuse.  For full details please see our web site.

** Indicative sitting time and weight rating
These are indicative and should be treated as such, the sitting time is our 
suggested use and is more about your sedentary health than the function of the 
chair.  The weight rating is the maximum we guarantee the chair for as tested.
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BUILD YOUR  
OWN CHAIR
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ErgoSelect™ is a system that allows you to  
“Build your own chair”
So which options do you choose? – some options like gaslift height, seat size  
and back height can be determined by your size, or your working situation.

Other options like mechanisms are more personal and relate more to how  
you prefer to work.

With ErgoSelect™ it is possible to create a chair to your specification, and with  
the added benefit of PostureSoft™  gel memory foam in the lumbar region the 
comfort and fit are even better.

See following pages and our web site for more information.
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01 02 03
CHOOSE YOUR

BACK
CHOOSE YOUR

SEAT
CHOOSE YOUR

ARMS

PostureSoft™ high back with gel 
memory foam and lumbar pump

PostureSoft™ mid back with gel 
memory foam and lumbar pump

Compact Ergo Seat # ++

Square Seat

Coccyx Seat ^

XL Seat 

Ergo Seat  

^    Coccyx option available
#    Arms not available with Compact ergo seat
++   4 lever seat slide mechanism not available  

with Compact ergo seat

Adjustable Arms #
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04 05 06
CHOOSE YOUR

MECH
CHOOSE YOUR

GASLIFT
CHOOSE YOUR

BASE

3 Lever Mechanism
with Seat Slide

4 Lever Mechanism
with Seat Slide ++

Standard 130mm Gas Lift

Low 100mm Gas Lift Polished Aluminium
Base

Black Nylon
Base
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